
 
Co-Sponsorship Memorandum 

DATE:              Tuesday, January 22, 2019 

TO:                  All Legislators 

FROM:             Senators Alberta Darling, Lena Taylor; Representative Rob Hutton 

RE:                   Co-sponsorship of LRB 1371/1 relating to: creating a procedure for granting 
certificates of qualification for employment for persons convicted of a crime and 
making an appropriation. 

DEADLINE:       Friday, February 1, 2019 at 5:00 p.m. 

Reduce Incarceration, Secure Employment (RISE) Act 

Wisconsin faces ever-increasing costs in our corrections system, a recidivism rate that is too 
high, and an inability for many people who have been released to find a job.  All of these issues 
are inherently connected.  One of the first steps to address this is easing the vast array of 
occupational licensing restrictions placed on those with convictions in Wisconsin.  While many 
have an opportunity to improve skills or learn trades in prison, their ability to work is hindered 
when they are prevented from seeking jobs in many fields upon release.  National research 
shows that the rate of recidivism drops dramatically when previous offenders are able to find 
steady employment. 

Accordingly, we are introducing LRB 1371, the RISE (Reduce Incarceration, Secure Employment) 
Act, which would create a Certificate of Qualification for Employment (CQE).  Based on a model 
already successfully implemented in Ohio, CQEs allow for some of the collateral sanctions that 
come along with convictions in Wisconsin to be relieved if approved by the Council on Offender 
Employment.  These sanctions include certain occupational licensing restrictions and other 
measures that close the door to potential employment for thousands of formerly incarcerated 
people in Wisconsin every year. 

Wisconsin has a notoriously extensive occupational licensing system.  Being convicted of almost 
any crime in our state comes along with a host of restrictions that make working in any trade 
that requires a license nearly impossible. 

Under the RISE Act, an ex-offender can apply for a certificate after they have been released 
from confinement, by submitting an application to council. The Department of Corrections 
(DOC) will provide documentation including the ex-offender's highest level of education, 
treatment completed, work evaluations, and risk assessment reports for the council to 
determine if the offender would be likely to pose a risk to public safety. 

Within 60 days of receiving the information from DOC, the council must make a 
determination.  If the council concludes that issuing this certificate: 

•         would not likely pose a risk to public safety, 



•         would assist the offender in obtaining employment or certification, and 

•         that the offender would be less likely to reoffend if granted the certificate, they must 
recommend issuing the CQE.  

Those who committed certain offenses, particularly those involving violent or sexual crimes, 
would not be eligible to apply under the bill.  Additionally, committing certain crimes would 
allow for the revocation of the CQE.  Regardless of the crime committed, the CQE would still 
not apply to certain facilities—i.e. childcare centers, some healthcare facilities—where our 
most vulnerable populations could be at risk.  A CQE does not apply to jobs substantially related 
to the applicant's crime.  For instance, someone convicted of accounting fraud could not use 
the CQE to get a CPA license. 

Finally, employers hiring a person possessing a CQE would have limited immunity from civil 
liability for acts committed by the employee. 

It is important to note that DSPS still retains control over whether to issue any occupational 
license.  A CQE does not remove that ability.  It simply allows for the person with a CQE to apply 
for that license. 

To be added as a co-sponsor please contact RJ Lambert in Senator Darling's office at 6-5830 
or rj.lambert@legis.wisconsin.gov or Jeremy Carpenter at 7-9836 
or jeremy.carpenter@legis.wisconsin.gov. All authors will be added to both the Assembly and 
Senate bills unless otherwise directed. 

Analysis by the Legislative Reference Bureau 
Under current law, a person who has been convicted of a crime may be ineligible for, or at a 

disadvantage related to, certain types of employment, occupational licensing, or occupational 
certification.  This bill creates the Council on Offender Employment, which may issue a certificate of 
qualification for employment (CQE) that grants relief to the person from ineligibility for or disadvantage 
related to employment, occupational licensing, or occupational certification. 

Under the bill, a person who has been convicted of a nonviolent crime and released from 
confinement may apply to the council for a CQE after he or she has served a term of incarceration of at 
least 24 consecutive months or after he or she has served a term of incarceration of at least 12 
consecutive months and a term of extended supervision of at least 12 consecutive months.  Under the 
bill, the Department of Corrections must supply the council with information gathered during the 
person's period of incarceration and supervision that the council may use to determine whether to grant 
a CQE. 

Under the bill, the council must grant a person's application for a CQE if the council finds that 
the person is not likely to pose a risk to public safety, that the CQE will substantially assist the person in 
obtaining employment or occupational licensing or certification, and that the person is less likely to 
commit an additional criminal offense if he or she obtains a CQE.  The council may not issue a CQE that 
provides relief from ineligibility for certain occupations, licenses, or certifications that are related to 
certain offenses, that are designed to protect public health and safety, or that have a close connection 
to the crime for which the person was convicted.  Under the bill, generally, if a person who received a 
CQE is convicted of a felony or of a Class A or Class B misdemeanor or has his or her probation or 
extended supervision revoked for committing a criminal offense, the CQE is permanently revoked. 
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The bill also provides limited immunity from civil liability for employers who hire a person who is 
issued a CQE.  Under the bill, the employer is immune from liability for the acts or omissions of the 
employee unless the employer acted maliciously, with gross negligence, or with intent to cause harm 
when he or she hired the employee. 

For further information see the state fiscal estimate, which will be printed as an appendix to this 
bill. 
  

 


